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WELCOME

Welcome.
In the Sandbox, we take play seriously. The ROI
of Play brings together an unparalleled group of
media, toy, education, research, technology and
non-profit leaders to explore how play affects
everything from investment to interactivity
to ideas, innovation and impact. Our candid
discussions will cover the latest global trends,
opportunities and best practices for designing,
developing, monetizing and sustaining
cross-platform products, programs and
experiences for kids, families and educators.
In true Sandbox style, the mix of dynamic
presentations, workshops and networking events
are designed to be interactive. Speak up! Your
voice guarantees that this Sandbox@MIT can
provide the insights, strategies and connections
that will deliver a true return on your investment.
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team
DR. J. ALISON BRYANT
As Co-CEO and Chief Play Officer of PlayScience, Alison overseas insights efforts and leads
innovation around branding, content creation, and development for global companies. Under
her leadership, PlayScience has partnered with dozens of marquee family brands, including
Sesame Workshop, Disney, Girl Scouts, and others. Prior to PlayScience, Alison was Senior
Research Director at Nickelodeon/MTV Networks and Assistant Professor at Indiana University.
She received her Ph.D. from USC’s Annenberg School of Communication. Alison is the mother of
four children.

ALICE CAHN
Consultant, Social Responsibility and Media Relations
DREW DAVIDSON, PH.D.
Director, Entertainment Technology Center,
Carnegie Mellon University, and Editor of ETC Press
TERRY FITZPATRICK
Head of Children’s Media and Education, WGBH

PAUL J. LEVINE
A media and technology veteran with 20+ years of experience, Paul is Co-CEO and President of
PlayScience, where he leads strategy, product development, and events activities. Previously,
Paul was an EVP at National Geographic where he led the global Interactive Platforms Division,
Corporate Strategy, and Product Development groups, which launched more than 150 multiplatform products and services. Paul’s teams also spearheaded Nat Geo’s Kids & Family
strategy, which included the development and launch of Animal Jam, NG Kids Mobile, and
many of the organization’s for-profit K–12 initiatives. Paul has also held executive roles at AOL
and Ruckus Network (acquired by Sony), spanning digital entertainment, mobile, messaging,
technology, and strategic alliances.

ANDY KAPLAN
Chief Financial Officer, DonorsChoose.org
ERIC KLOPFER, PH.D.
Associate Professor and Director, MIT Scheller Teacher Education Program,
and Director, MIT Education Arcade
ROB LIPPINCOTT
Managing Director, i2 Education
SUSAN MILLER
Founder, Mixed Media Group, Bolder Media, Cupcake Digital Inc.

WENDY SMOLEN
Wendy is the SVP of Sandbox Events and PlayPublisher at PlayScience. She has been an astute
player in the children’s toy and media industry for 20 years. Prior to co-founding Sandbox Summit
in 2008, she held senior editorial positions at Nick Jr. Family Magazine, Parents, and Doubleday.
Wendy has written and edited books and articles on parent and child interactions, and has
consulted with numerous companies on branding and strategy. She has judged video awards
for Kidscreen, and toys for TIA’s TOTY awards. She has served as a mentor for The Refinery, an
accelerator focused on women-led startups, and is a member of the advisory board of In This
Together Media. Wendy graduated from Cornell University. She has three children who frequently
act as her personal IT department.

SCOT OSTERWEIL
Creative Director, MIT Education Arcade
KYRA REPPEN
CEO, Kandu, and Founder, KReate Labs
MITCHEL RESNICK, PH.D.
Professor of Learning Research, MIT Media Lab
CARLA F. P. SEAL-WANNER, ED.D.
Director of Education and Curriculum, FlickerLab
NANCY SCHULMAN
Head, Early Learning Center, Avenues: The World School
MANUEL TORRES
Executive Vice President, World Wide Consumer Products, NBC Universal
SCOTT TRAYLOR
CEO and Chief Kid, 360Kid
ALICE WILDER, ED.
Educational Advisor, Amazon Studios, and Chief Content Officer, Speakaboos
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SCOT OSTERWEIL
Scot is Creative Director of the MIT Education Arcade, and a research director in the MIT
Comparative Media Studies Program. He is a designer of award-winning educational games,
working in both academic and commercial environments, and his work has focused on what is
authentically playful in challenging academic subjects. He has designed games for computers,
handheld devices, and multi-player on-line environments. He is the creator of the acclaimed
Zoombinis series of math and logic games, and leads a number of projects in the Education
Arcade, including The MIT/Smithsonian Curated Game (environmental science), Labyrinth
(math), Kids Survey Network (data and statistics), Caduceus (medical science), iCue (history
and civics) and the Hewlett Foundation’s Open Language Learning Initiative (ESL). Scot is
married to TV producer Marcia Hulley. They are the parents of sons Willie and Peter.
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EVENT SCHEDULE

Sunday / April 17
CAMBRIDGE HYATT REGENCY
5:00-7:30 PM

Welcome Cocktail Party
Monday / April 18
10:05-10:45 AM

The ROI of Design Innovation

MIT MEDIA LAB
7:30-8:05 AM

Breakfast

8:10-8:20 AM

WELCOME

Wendy Smolen, SVP, Sandbox Events and PlayPublisher, PlayScience
8:20-8:50 AM

Playing with Augmented and Virtual Realities
RJ Mical, Head of Gaming, Google

8:55-9:25 AM

Return on Investigation: Defining the ROI of Play

Dr. J. Alison Bryant, Co-CEO and Chief Play Officer, PlayScience and David Bickham, Ph.D.,
Research Scientist, CMCH
How do we understand the value of play in our lives? What is its impact? How are kids and families
engaging in playful behavior across all platforms? And what does it all mean for innovation and
investment? Alison and David will provide a framework for understanding and defining the ROI of
play, and delve into the state of the art (and future) of research in this space.

9:30-10:00 AM

Discovering Impactful Play: Personalized Digital Learning
Kelli Campbell, Digital Learning Officer, Discovery Education

Discovery Education constantly looks for innovative ways to engage students in meaningful and
relevant learning opportunities. Kelli will delve into how educational companies are integrating digital
and new media types – such as gaming and virtual reality – into educational resources to provide
impactful learning opportunities that enhance student engagement and address multiple learning
styles. She’ll also explore ways educational companies are partnering with schools and corporations to
develop sustainable and scaleable programs and resources that align with core curriculum.
			

Companies spend big bucks trying to innovate. Yet so many still don’t get it right. Is there a way to
innovate by design? What are challenges and pitfalls? Hear the success strategies (and caveats)
from a panel of experienced players.
10:50-11:15 AM

Game pioneer RJ Mical has been defining the "reality" of gaming since before it was virtual and
augmented. He's kicking off Sandbox@MIT 2016 with a look forward into how technology will
continue to change our understanding of and experiences at play.
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Moderated by Amy Henry, SVP, Strategic Planning, Strottman, with Liz Gerber, Faculty Founder,
Design for America, and Associate Professor of Design, Northwestern University, Peter Jackson,
EVP of Innovation, Kids II, Krystal Persaud, Director of Product Design, littleBits, Tara Sorensen,
Head of Kids Programming, Amazon Studios, and Kay Wilson Stallings, Senior Vice President,
Content Development, Sesame Workshop.

THE ROI OF PLAY

Networking Break

Sponsored by Genious of Play

11:20-12:00 PM

The ROI of Engaging International Audiences

Moderated by Paul Levine, President and CEO, PlayScience, with Brad Dancer, EVP of Global
Programming, National Geographic Channel, Eddie Geller, CEO, Tinybeans, Jen Maclean,
President, Family Education Network, Kids and Games, Martin Schejbal, Member of the Board,
Lipa Learning, and Manuel Torres, EVP, World Wide Consumer Products, NBC Universal
In today’s connected world without borders, lasting success now depends on effectively developing
for and scaling to reach kids, families and educators around the globe. Our panel of leaders
will share trends, “what works” strategies and tactics, and pitfalls to avoid. Join us for a “from
the trenches” discussion of strategies and approaches that work (and don’t), and real stories
of success, failure and global aspirations. Not to be missed for anyone looking to successfully
develop for, engage and monetize global family audiences!

12:05-12:25 PM

The ROI of Playful Learning

Colin Gillespie, President, LEGO Education North America
Learning and play are frequently treated as two separate and distinct activities in a student's life.
Colin will outline how ‘playful learning experiences’ are a way of reinvigorating school practices
faced with the dilemma of trying to educate 21st century students using 20th century approaches.
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WORKSHOPS

EVENT SCHEDULE
12:30-1:10 PM

8 x 4 Presentations: Big ROIs in Brief
Eight-minute talks highlight some of today’s most innovative, playful, and impactful ideas.

2:30-4:00 PM

Afternoon Workshops and Activities
Scratch + LEGO WeDo 2.0: Imagine. Make. Share.

Carmello Presicce and Moran Tsur, Graduate students, MIT Media Lab

12:30-12:38 PM

Speak Agent

Katie Cunningham, CTO, Speak Agent
Speak Agent is a platform that lets teachers create custom digital lessons for English language
learners using open license content. Katie will demo how this just-in-time solution can change
classroom dynamics.
12:40-12:48 PM

iBesties: Middle School Moguls

Gina Heitkamp, CEO and Co-founder, iBesties: Middle School Moguls
Recent studies from Google, USC’s Annenberg School, The Genna Davis Institute and more
highlight that what girls see in their toys and media can affect who they think they can be when
they grow up. Gina will show how her new property uses both new and traditional play patterns to
empower and inspire young girls.

Explore the possibilities of combining Scratch programming language with the LEGO WeDo 2.0
invention kit. Scratch allows kids to create and share digital artifacts, such as interactive stories,
games and animations. LEGO WeDo is used in and out of classrooms, allowing kids to build physical
creations like interactive robots and kinetic sculptures. Get ready for a creative learning experience
connecting Scratch to the physical world.

Playful Learning Without Limits

Mya Thompson, PH.D., eLearning Specialist, Cornell Lab of Ornithology with Jeff Szuc and Noah Warnke,
Web Designers, Cornell Lab of Ornithology
Effective learners are curious, exploratory, and motivated by new challenges—all key skills strengthened
by play. This workshop will focus on ways playful learning is not just for kids, but important throughout
careers, as lifelong learners, teachers, and developers. Bring your favorite educational media for
show-and-tell. There will be time to discuss what design principles are central to developing playful
lifelong learning environments.

Plan B: Instructional Design for the Real World

12:50-12:58 PM

Computer Clubhouse

Gail Breslow, Director, The Clubhouse Network, Museum of Science, Boston
For over 20 years The Clubhouse has provided young people in under-served communities a
place to explore ideas, develop skills, and build confidence in themselves and their potential.
This approach builds on research on the role of affect and motivation in the learning process, the
importance of social context, and the interplay between individual and community development.
Many alumni describe the Clubhouse as a second home, and in a recent survey 97% said the
Clubhouse had been the single most important factor in setting high goals and expectations for
themselves. Gail will tell—and show—why the Clubhouse concept works.

1:00-1:08 PM

Refuge Playground

Richard Garcia, Founder and Board Member, Refuge Playground
Play is a fundamental form of therapy for traumatized children. Refuge Playground is on a mission
to create play spaces for all kids, especially those displaced from homes and families due to war,
conflict, persecution, occupation, natural disaster, deportation, child trafficking, slavery, military
enlistment, food shortages and disease. Richard's message is both social and political.

1:10-2:15 PM

Networking Lunch

Rosalie Dunlap, Head of Instructional Design, PlayScience,
and Russell Ginns, SVP, Creative and Production, PlayScience

Content developers often wrestle with competing priorities, budgets, available assets, and diverse
business goals. Put your creativity to the test in a hands-on workshop that explores the collaboration of
curriculum, pedagogy, and creativity. Along the way, learn about PlayScience’s research-based approach
to instructional design and hear anecdotes about real world production.

Giving Toys a Second Life

Beth Marcus, Founder and CEO, Playrific, Inc.
The Toys to Life category grew 48% between March 2013 and 2015. Led by Activision, Disney, and LEGO,
the best products are multi-platform and multi-tasking brand-builders for tech-obsessed players, offering the kind of play value we only imagined 5 years ago. Is this the next big thing? Beth will give you time
to play with examples of successful products including Gazintu, Tiggly, Vai Kai, and Meccano. Then she’ll
lead a discussion on what to do (and not) if you want to jump on this fast moving trend.

Lights. Paper. Action!

Kasiembe Okeyo, Flagship Clubhouse Coordinator, Museum of Science, Boston
If you’ve ever wanted to make a magic wand, an origami cat with eyes that light up, or an interactive
pop-up book, this is the workshop for you. Join Kas and Clubhouse youth from Boston’s Museum of
Science to learn about electrical circuits as you combine creative play with science and technology.

Topic Tables
Continue collaborative conversations during lunch when you sit at a focused
topic table headed by a Sandbox thought leader.
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INNOVATIONS
5:30-7:30 PM

MICROSOFT N.E.R.D CENTER, 1 MEMORIAL DRIVE

Innovation Cocktail Party & Product Showcase
 ee, test, and talk about the latest and greatest new products at a mix-and-mingle event at the Microsoft
S
N.E.R.D Center. The perfect opportunity to get your PLAY on! Hors-d’oeuvres and cocktails will be served.

Tiggly believes in the power of connected play – the magic that happens when you
bring the best of physical play into digital apps. Tiggly’s combined learning systems
of toys and apps take kids on an engaging journey of inspiration, magic, and humor.

Design for America

RadUncle

Design for America (DFA) is an award-winning nationwide network of interdisciplinary
student teams and community members using human-centered design to create
local and social impact through extra-curricular, university-based, student-led design
studios. DFA currently tackles national challenges in Education, Health, Economy and
Environment. Founded at Northwestern University in 2009, DFA now has studios all
over the country, with over 2,000 students in its network with 800 core team members
tackling over 120 local and social challenges.

RadUncle is founded on the principle that everyone is a miracle, and everyone has
a story to tell. Rad Uncle has a mission of self discovery, acceptance, creativity
and knowledge. RadUncles’ “Every Hat Has A Story” Program, helps unleash kids’
creativity by giving them an experience to paint one-of-a-kind hats. For every hat
that RadUncle sells, they donate a blank Rad hat and “Every Hat Has A Story
Program” to a public school or non-profit organization that works with kids.

TinyBeans
Tinybeans enables parents to create a digital journal and scrapbook of their children’s
special moments and milestones and share it privately with their families. It provides
a beautiful app for parents, an e-mail and web platform for families, and resources to
help children grow with boundless opportunities. TinyBean’s vision is to create a global
network that connects parents to everyone and everything a child needs.

Lipa Learning
Lipa Learning is the developer of an innovative system of preschool development that
harmonizes digital and physical activities to provide skills in all areas of a child’s life.
Made up of quirky creatives and educational experts from around the world, its goal is
to give kids everywhere a chance at positive growth and to bring families together for
mutual play and learning. With a wide range of apps, interactive books, and real world
activities, there are endless ways to personalize each and every Lipa adventure.

Speak Agent
Speak Agent is a language teaching app that doesn’t try to outsmart you. It invests
teachers with the power to make content interactive and engaging on an individual
learner level. The goal is to support and enhance language learning with digital tools
that make it easy for educators anywhere to create and share customized interactive
games and audiovisual activities.

na2ure
Na2ure’s platforms are the springboard for analog and digital games about nature
and its STEM base, optimized via STEAM and visual pattern recognition. Founder Alex
Wolf is passionate about making visual learning playable and to harness preschoolers’
curiosity about nature and enhance their understanding of all STEAM subjects. Na2ure’s
Periodic Table for Biology and the Pattern Alphabet comprise arevolution in play based
on cognitive development.
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Monkey Bar Collective
Monkey Bar Collective are masters of play. Their services include product strategy,
game design, content writing, and production. They strive to fill their work with
challenges, surprises, and giggles.
See where the ROI of Play takes you! Download Monkey Spot Scavenger
Hunts and click on MORE HUNTS to try the free Sandbox@ MIT hunt
from Monkey Bar Collective. www.monkeybarcollective.com

iBesties: Middle School Moguls
Besties: Middle School Moguls promotes leadership, education, diversity, and
entrepreneurship through a multi-dimensional platform of play. Books, dolls,
apps, and more-media-to-come create an engaging story of middle school girls
who collaboratively run a social media business. The girls are distinct in culture,
personality and talents, coming from backgrounds that include blended families,
bi-racial families, military families and single-parent households. Together they
prove that you can do, and be, whatever you want.

Refuge Playground
Imagine a world with more playgrounds and less battlegrounds! Refuge Playground
is an initiative of play experts and social activists from around the world who
provide dedicated play spaces with trained play workers and therapists for refugee
kids and their friends to create and build their own playgrounds.

Cyberhero League
Cyberhero League uses the power of digital technology to bring “scouting” into
the 21st century and cultivate the next generation of engaged global citizens.
Gamers use digital technology to become heroes by tackling global challenges.
Partnerships with nonprofit organizations create real world benefits and encourage
kids to achieve the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.
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EVENT SCHEDULE

Tuesday / April 19
MIT MEDIA LAB

Ben Grimley, CEO and Founder, Speak Agent, Deb Parsons, Chief Development Officer,
Playworks, Laura Huerta Migus, Executive Director, Association of Children’s Museums,
and Elaine Perez, Sr. Partnerships Director, DonorsChoose.org.

7:30-8:20 AM

Breakfast

8:30-8:35 AM

Welcome back!

Scot Osterweil, Creative Director, MIT Education Arcade

11:40-12:10 AM

8:40-9:10 AM

Designing Interactive TV Experiences for Today's Kids and Families
Michelle Lee, Head of Kids Digital, IDEO

Developing engaging digital experiences for kids and their families is far easier said than done,
especially when designing for emerging OTT platforms like the new Apple TV. Learn first-hand
how IDEO and Michelle’s Digital Kids team navigate the ever-evolving intersection between kids
and technology through a consumer driven approach to design and development.

Kid KPIs and the success of Animal Jam and Play Wild!
Clark Stacey, CEO and Co-founder, WildWorks

Six years ago, WildWorks launched Animal Jam. With over 40 million registered users worldwide,
it rules the charts for kid, tween, and teen social gamers. Recently, WildWorks launched a mobile
version of Animal Jam. Here’s what they learned about moving millions of tweens from web to
mobile with an innovative but unproven business model.
9:50-10:25 AM

Brand Innovation: Highlights for Children Goes Digital

Kent Johnson, CEO, Highlights and Anna Barber, VP and GM, Partnerships, Fingerprint Digital
How do you take a well-loved brand that focuses on open-ended play into the digital age while
still remaining true to its core values? The Highlights team will discuss their successes, challenges, and still unanswered questions.

Simon Isaacs, CEO and Co-founder, Fatherly

We are in the midst of seismic cultural shift in American family life in which men are stepping
into a new parenting role as never before. Simon will discuss the lessons from Fatherly in engaging millennial dads, citing new data and insights on how this generation of men are thinking
about toys, games, play spaces and more.

Networking Lunch
1:20-1:55 PM

Positive Preschool Play: What Does Quality Mean in 2016?

Scot Osterweil, Creative Director, MIT Education Arcade, with Jillian Orr, Ed.M., Executive
Producer, WGBH Educational Foundation, and Shelley Pasnik, VP & Director, Center for Children
& Tech, and the Education Development Center
What sets apart an amazing early learning media experience from a mediocre one?
As media producers and learning scientists work together, how can we establish a quality
standard that meets the needs of children, parents, and teachers? And how can we
convince the toy and media producers to heed the advice? Hear what the experts think.

2:00-2:30 PM

Nurturing Creativity

Elizabeth Rood, Ed.D., VP of Education Strategy, Center for Childhood Creativity

10:30-10:50 AM

Networking Break
10:55-11:35 AM

The ROI of Developing for Impact
Moderated by Alice Cahn, Senior Executive, Children’s Media and Social Responsibility, with
Alison Corcoran, SVP, Marketing, Staples, Anastasia Goodstein, SVP, Ad Council Digital Group,

			

The Rise of Dads and the Changing Nature of Play

12:15-1:15 PM

9:15-9:45 AM
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There is a growing recognition among for-profit companies that they can do well by doing good.
Hear from for- and non-profit leaders on how they build sustainable enterprises that make a
positive impact.

THE ROI OF PLAY

In our increasingly complex world of disruption, innovation, and globalization, creativity has
emerged as a fundamental skill that children will need to thrive as adults. Research demonstrates that creativity is built through experience; particular kinds of childhood activities wire our
brains for creative thinking. Elizabeth will share practical findings from a recent paper on creativity development, highlighting information important to the design and positioning of products,
services, and tools that will inspire the next generation.
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SPEAKERS

EVENT SCHEDULE
2:35-3:35 PM

8 x 5 Presentations: Big ROIs in Brief
Eight-minute talks highlight some of today’s most innovative, playful, and impactful ideas.
2:35-2:43 PM

#MetKids

Masha Turchinsky, Sr. Manager and Sr. Producer of Digital Learning/Media Production in Digital, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art
Cultural institutions often create digital resources for kids based on what they feel they should know or
learn, rather than letting the audience guide the process. Masha will present #MetKids, the new feature
and app made for, with, and by real kids to explore art and the museum. She’ll share insights about her
team’s R&D and content processes, what kids really think about art, and how the Met learned when they
listened to the questions kids were bold enough to ask.

2:45-3:03 PM

The Pattern Alphabet

Alex Wolf, Founder/CEO/Inventor, na2ure, STEAM Instructor, YWCA
Na2ure’s Pattern Alphabet is the key to how nature makes patterns in 2D, and builds in 3D. It’s a STEAM
tool to learn math and science visually, that applies equally to arts learning – like putting on Da Vinci
goggles to see the world as a scientist and artist at the same time. Alex’s innovative platform introduces
pattern and shape concepts visually to prime the eye, and the mind’s eye.

3:05-3:13 PM

Lipa Learning

Martin Schejbal, Member of the Board, Lipa Learning
Kids need to understand technology in this day and age, but they shouldn’t be consumed by it. Lipa
created a system where traditional hands-on activities like crafts, puzzles, and storybooks are meaningfully paired with digital learning, so children get the most out of both worlds. Martin will show how Lipa
addressed this, and faced one of the hardest challenges in our industry.

3:15-3:23 PM

Cyberhero League

Dana Klisanin, Ph. D. CEO, Evolutionary Guidance Media R&D, Inc.
Cyberhero League is a holistic approach to entertainment and education that brings “scouting” up
to date. Kids use digital technology to become real heroes by tackling global challenges and STEAM
concepts while visiting museums, parks, and World Heritage Sites. Play results in the delivery of aid
to nonprofit organizations. By empowering kids to contribute to the needs of people, animals, and the
environment, Cyberhero League adds “empathy” to STEAM, making it STEAM-E.

3:25-3:33 PM

Playworks

Caroline Barclay, Playworks Site Coordinator, Somerville Public Schools
Playworks is a national non profit organization that uses play as an educational tool to enhance students
physical and emotional health. Through its Theory of Change and core values, research has shown the
positive benefits of having Playworks in a school. Caroline will help you unleash your playful side!
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ANNA BARBER | VP and GM, Partnerships, Fingerprint Digital
A skilled strategist and get-things-done operator, Anna leads product strategy and business
operations for Fingerprint’s subscription content partnerships, including Highlights. Anna
founded and developed Scribble Press, a retail bookmaking experience for kids that included an
award-winning iPad App she sold in 2014 to Fingerprint. Anna’s past experience includes M&A
lawyer, McKinsey consultant and film producer. She is a graduate of Yale College and Yale Law
School, but her proudest accomplishment is co-founder of the US Air Guitar Championships.

CAROLINE BARCLAY | Playworks Site Coordinator, Somerville Public Schools
Caroline is a Massachusetts native and a Boston College graduate with degrees in
Communications and Inclusive Education. She began working at Playworks Massachusetts as
a Program Coordinator at the Gardner Pilot Academy in Allston for 2 years before transitioning
to her current role in Somerville. Caroline is passionate about youth development and believes
in the power of positive play to transform schools. In her spare time, she enjoys coaching club
lacrosse, cheering for the New England Patriots, and spending time with friends and family.

DAVID BICKHAM, PH.D. | Research Scientist, Center on Media and Child Health
David is a health communication researcher with a focus on children and media. He explores
media as an environmental factor that can influence children’s physical, psychological, social,
and academic well-being. Current work includes examining pathways linking media use
to obesity, investigating the intersection between kids’ play and electronic media use, and
exploring how kids' media use may contribute to mental health problems such as depression
and anxiety. David is the author of numerous articles and book chapters, and has testified
before a subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee concerning the effects of violent
video games. He received his doctorate in Human Ecology from the University of Texas and
his undergraduate degree from Haverford College. He completed his post-doctoral training at
CMCH, and is now an instructor of pediatrics in the Division of Adolescent Medicine at Boston
Children’s Hospital and a Research Scientist at CMCH.

GAIL BRESLOW | Director, The Clubhouse Network, Museum of Science, Boston
Since 1995, Gail has led the Clubhouse movement, a global network of community-based
centers where mentors help youth create projects based on their interests using a variety of
tools and technologies. Under her leadership, the Clubhouse won the Peter F. Drucker Award
for Nonprofit Innovation and has grown from a single location in Boston to 100 Clubhouses in
20 countries. Gail has spearheaded initiatives such as Hear Our Voices , a program for young
women funded by the National Science Foundation; and Clubhouse-to-College/Clubhouseto-Career, which helps young people leverage the technology experience they get at the
Clubhouse to realize their potential and fulfill their dreams. Previously Gail spent 12 years as
a management consultant with Gemini Consulting, and 3 years as Program Director at the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. She holds an MBA from Stanford’s
Graduate School of Business and a BA from Oberlin College.
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ALICE CAHN | Consultant, Social Responsibility and Media Relations
Alice is a seasoned strategist focused on social responsibility and media relations. She was
formerly the Vice President of Social Responsibility at Cartoon Network. She previously headed
the Interactive Media for Children Program at the Markle Foundation and was the president
of the Television, Film and Video group at Sesame Workshop. Alice also served as Director of
Children’s Programming at PBS. She and her partner have three children.

KELLI CAMPBELL | Chief igital Learning Officer, Discovery Education
Kelli, a 17-year veteran of Discovery Education, leads product development across curriculum
and instructional services, ensuring quality, engaging digital resources are provided to schools
worldwide. She oversees personalized and adaptive learning initiatives, as well as integration
of new media types – such as gaming and virtual reality – into Discovery Education’s digital
resources. In 2011, Kelli helped fuel innovation by launching the company’s entrance into the
digital textbook market. She also spearheads international expansion, bringing digital resources
and professional development to educators and students worldwide. In 2014, Kelli was named
one of the Alliance for Women in Media’s Women with Solutions for leadership in STEM.

KATIE CUNNINGHAM | CTO, Speak Agent
Katie is not only a rockstar in the Python software development community, but is among
those rare educational technologists that also excel at teaching and professional development.
She is a leader of the Washington DC chapter of PyLadies, and the author of Next-Gen Coders
(O’Reilly), which teaches how to code and create games and websites, and Accessibility
Handbook: Making 508 Websites for Everyone, among other training books and video series.
Previously, Katie served as a technical lead at NASA and at Cox Media Group.

BRAD DANCER | EVP of Global Programming, Strategy and Research, National Geographic Channel
Brad oversees the program strategy for NGC, Nat Geo WILD, Nat Geo People, and Nat Geo
Mundo content across linear and nonlinear platforms, as well as day-to-day scheduling, longterm schedule planning and acquisitions. He manages consumer research across programming,
program development, marketing, communications, digital media and finance. Additionally, he
spearheads digital distribution, including TV Everywhere, mobile distribution, free on demand
and the network’s VOD offerings. Most recently, Brad oversaw the successful rollouts of NGC and
WILD’s TV Everywhere platform, NatGeoTV on NGC’s website, AppleTV, Roku, iOS/Android Apps,
MVPD partners, Xbox One, Xbox 360 and Samsung TV, with other partners still on the way. He has
the led the increased total VOD and TV Everywhere usage by over 50% in the past 2 years. He has
continued to push the definition of TV scheduling with multiplatform sneak previews, launching
full seasons of new series on VOD (Vet School), launching a 52-week premiere strategy for
Destination Wild (WILD), and creating new clocks and linear experiences to retain viewers through
a night of programming. A member of the CTAM Research Conference, Purdue Communications
Advisory Board and multiple Forrester Research Advisory Boards, Brad is a major contributor to
the evolution of media research.
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ROSALIE DUNLAP | Head of Instructional Design, PlayScience
Rosalie helps clients design products that make use of traditional educational pedagogy in a
way that is more appropriate for the platform, target audience, product goals, and IP. Before
flipping to the design side, she worked on the PlayScience research team where she conducted
hundreds of usability sessions and curated multiple User Experience Best Practices Guides.
Rosalie has a M.A. in Telecommunication, Information Studies, and Media with a specialization
in Serious Game Design from Michigan State University. She also received a B.S. in Child
Development from MSU. Rosalie is a qualified educator of Early Childhood, K-5 All Subject
Areas, and 6-8 Language Arts.

RICHARD GARCIA | Founder and Board Member, Refuge Playground
Richard has been slowly traveling the world to study play and playfulness as a means to be
effective in the creative economy and age of wisdom for over five years. His journey has taken
him from living among recently contacted hunter and gatherer tribes, to playworking with
kids from the third to the first worlds, to learning from the leading play thinkers, researchers
and practitioners of play and playfulness. After studying social psychology, journalism and
advertising at University of Texas at Austin, Richard began a successful career in government,
politics and marketing, He then went to work on the Special Projects Team with renowned
leadership and management authority Dr. Stephen R. Covey. He subsequently pursued his
dream of becoming a lawyer by studying international business law at University of Texas at
Austin School of Law. Today, Richard has joined a group of play experts and social activists from
around the world to give refugee kids spaces to play for an initiative called Refuge Playground.

EDDIE GELLER | CEO, Tinybeans
Eddie has been an entrepreneur in the tech and internet sectors since 1994. He founded his
first company in 1995; in 1999 he then became the founder/CEO of Unique World. He grew
Unique World to a prosperous software and management consulting business with 100 staff,
before successfully exiting to a large US company in 2011. In 2012, he met the other founders
of Tinybeans and fell in love with the problems they were solving. In 2013, Eddie took on the
CEO role, driving the organizational strategy, sales and partnerships globally. Tinybeans brings
together families from around the world every day, to privately experience the magical moments
of their children, and access personalized content curated specifically for the stage of the child.
With over one million users, it’s the starting point of a vision for the internet of family. Eddie,
originally from Sydney, Australia, recently moved to New York with his wife and 4 boys.
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LIZ GERBER |Faculty Founder, Design for America, and Associate Professor of Design,
Northwestern University

Liz serves as Associate Professor of Design in the School of Engineering and School of
Communication, as Director of the Design Research Cluster, and as Faculty Founder of Design
for America at Northwestern University. A globally-recognized expert in the areas of innovation,
technology, and collaboration, Liz has served as an innovation strategist, executive adviser,
leadership coach, and innovation trainer for premier organizations, including Fortune Global
500 corporations, philanthropic and humanitarian organizations, and educational institutions.
As a graduate student, she co-founded the design and business initiative at the Stanford
“d.school” started by David Kelley. As a first year faculty, she started Design for America,
the award-winning national network that teaches design to student leaders to tackle social
challenges and leads the annual leadership summit for design and social innovation.

COLIN GILLESPIE | President, LEGO Education North America
Colin oversees the company’s American and Canadian strategic growth, with the goal of
driving an innovative shift in the learning culture and opportunities for students throughout
their education. He also serves on the Global LEGO Education Leadership Team. He has
served in a variety of leadership roles over the past 13 years within national and multinational
markets. Recently, he developed the long-term marketing strategy for prioritized expansion
in Brazil. Previously, he served as VP and GM of Direct-to-Consumer (D2C) Europe (EU) in
Munich, Germany, where he led the comprehensive scaling of LEGO Group's retail stores and
ecommerce channel in the EU region. He has also served as Head of Marketing for the Global
D2C Division, where he established multichannel marketing strategies across 24 countries.

ANASTASIA GOODSTEIN | Senior Vice President, Ad Council Digital Group
Anastasia manages online and mobile strategy for the Ad Council’s campaigns and
brand. She is also the co-editor of the Ad Council blog, AdLibbing.org, one of the leading
resources for social marketers. Previously, she led product development and marketing for
ReachOut.com, a digital space for teens struggling with mental health issues. Anastasia was
presented with a Family Online Safety Institute Award in 2011 for Outstanding Achievement in
the field. She has over 15 years of experience in media and has helped to launch youth-oriented
web and television properties for brands like Oxygen, AOL and Current TV before founding the
youth marketing site Ypulse.com. She was one of the first graduates of the Medill School of
Journalism’s new media program at Northwestern University, where she earned an MSJ in 1999.
Her first book about teens and technology called Totally Wired: What Teens & Tweens Are Really
Doing Online was published by St. Martin’s Press.

BEN GRIMLEY | Founder and CEO, Speak Agent
Ben has an 11-year track record producing games and apps with measurable impact on early
language development. He is also a former adult ESL teacher. Previously, at PBS, Ben launched
PBS KIDS PLAY! and PBS KIDS Mobile, both of which led to significant gains in receptive
vocabulary among early learners. He has also served as a principal investigator for the U.S.
Department of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences, the National Science Foundation
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and DARPA and as an Executive Producer for Houghton Mifflin Harcourt’s Montreal game studio.
His latest research is focused on language development and communication for elementary
students with intellectual disabilities at the Johns Hopkins University Kennedy Krieger Institute.

GINA HEITKAMP | CEO and Co-founder, iBesties: Middle School Moguls
Gina is a start-up enthusiast and cofounder of an innovative doll line that inspires technology
learning, entrepreneurship, and empowerment for girls ages 6-10. iBesties: Middle School
Moguls has been supported by the White House as a company that promotes innovation
learning for young girls. Before launching iBesties, Gina spent her early twenties building and
managing social platforms. She then worked as a go-to market consultant for a wide range of
businesses, from startups to Fortune 500 companies. Gina believes that iBesties is the perfect
way to turn her entrepreneurial passion into a business that inspires future generations.

AMY HENRY | SVP, Strategic Planning, Strottman
Amy strives to bring the freshest thinking on products and play to inform and inspire clients and
colleagues. She heads Strategic Planning at Strottman, a design and manufacturing company
that brings out the kid in everyone through creative, engaging, play-based experiences. Amy is
a recognized youth expert and advocate, having spent her career understanding kids, families
and play through applied research and consulting. She has collaborated with the most playful
organizations on the planet, including Nickelodeon, Disney, Crayola, Scholastic, Kellogg and
The Boy Scouts of America. Prior posts included chief author and strategist for C+R Research’s
YouthBeat service, head of research at The Family Room, and partner at Insight Strategy Group.
Amy earned her Ed.D. in Human Development and Psychology from Harvard’s Graduate School
of Education, and is a Ph.D. candidate in Childhood Studies at Rutgers University.

SIMON ISAACS | Co-founder and CEO, Fatherly
Simon is a leading parenting expert and the cofounder of Fatherly, a parenting website focused
on dads. Since its launch in 2015, Fatherly has become the fastest growing parenting site in
the US. Prior to founding Fatherly, Simon dedicated 12+ years spearheading cause-related
marketing efforts for nonprofits, foundations and corporations including The Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, Rock the Vote and The Coca-Cola Company. He has launched more than
a dozen national and international campaigns and raised more than $200 million toward
philanthropic causes. A former professional marathon runner, Simon was also named a Next
Generation Leader by the White House. He appears regularly on NBC’s Today Show, Fox News’
Fox & Friends and other news outlets as an expert on fatherhood and millennial parenting.

PETER JACKSON | EVP of Innovation, Kids II
Peter oversees strategic product development of the toy and gear divisions for Kids II. He
manages more than 100 employees globally responsible for the strategy, design, structure,
fashion, packaging, quality and production of over 400 infant and baby products delivered to
more than 78,000 retail outlets worldwide. Peter also spearheads the strategic development
of vendor partnerships along with new company and intellectual property acquisitions, driving
the discovery, due diligence and negotiations of each. Additionally, he is responsible for the
research and development of new innovation to cultivate and bring unique ideas to market.
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KENT S. JOHNSON | CEO, Highlights for Children
Kent is CEO of Highlights and a member of the corporation’s board of directors. He is only the
third CEO in the history of the company, which Garry Cleveland Myers, Ph.D., and Caroline
Clark Myers, founded in 1946. He is the great-grandson of the founders, and a member of the
fourth generation in the family-owned enterprise. Previously, Kent served as a corporate vice
president of strategic management. Kent received his bachelor’s degree from Amherst College
and his doctorate in physics from Harvard University. Prior to joining Highlights, he served
in various roles in research and development, manufacturing and operations. Kent lives in
Columbus, Ohio, with his wife and two young sons.

DANA KLISANIN, PH.D. | CEO, Evolutionary Guidance Media R&D, Inc.
Dana, an award-winning psychologist and professional futurist, leads research and design at
Evolutionary Guidance Media in NYC. She explores how the positive use of digital technology
and new media is changing the way we think about altruism, heroism, and what we value.
Dana’s interest in the use of digital technology for tackling global challenges led her to the
world of gaming and the design of Cyberhero League, a scout-like adventure with real world
consequences that educates as it entertains.

Michelle leads an integrated team of researchers, designers, and developers bringing engaging,
interactive and playful digital experiences to market. Her team’s work includes children’s apps
Balloonimals, Balloonimal Babies, and Monster Moves, as well as partnering with brands like
Sesame Workshop, Fisher-Price and Leapfrog to co-create favorite apps such as Elmo Calls.
Michelle is driven by a desire to bring thoughtful solutions to fruition through user-centered
design, from designing toys at VTech and University Games to leading Product and Customer
Experience at ShopWell and thredUP. Her IDEO tenure includes design research and product
design roles, influencing products and services across food and beverage, consumer products,
education, entertainment and retail. Michelle holds a BS and MS in Engineering and Product
Design from Stanford University.

JEN MACLEAN | President, Family Education Network, Kids and Games
From the start of her career, as a play tester at Microprose Software, through senior roles at
AOL, Comcast, 38 Studios, and Bright Horizons, Jen has managed successful businesses,
high-performing teams, game development, strategy, marketing, business development, and
partnerships. She earned a BA in international relations from Johns Hopkins University and an
MBA with a concentration in international business from the Columbia Business School and
London Business School. She was named one of the “Game Industry’s 100 Most Influential
Women” by Next Generation, one of the “Top 20 Women in Games” by Gamasutra, and is a
frequently-requested speaker at interactive entertainment industry events. In her role as the
President of FEN Kids and Games, Jen is responsible for the overall management of leading kid’s
entertainment and educational properties, including Poptropica and Funbrain.

			

At Playrific, Beth oversees a platform that builds engaging apps for kids with IP from childoriented family brands. She most recently developed Gazintu™, the first controller technology
that uses toys to lets kids feel and play with mobile apps. Beth holds a Master of Science and a
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from MIT, and has served as a faculty member
in their Mechanical Engineering department. She received a Ph.D. in Biomechanics from the
Imperial College, London, where she was a Marshall Scholar.

RJ MICAL | Head of Gaming, Google
Robert J. “RJ” Mical is a pioneer in the video game industry. He created video games at
Williams Electronics, helped invent the Amiga computer, co-invented the Atari Lynx and the 3DO
Interactive Multiplayer with Dave Needle. He was also the central developer of Amiga’s Intuition
user interface and the Chief Architect of the Fathammer mobile game engine. From 2005 to 2011,
he worked as a Senior Manager at Sony on PlayStation. Since 2011, he has been working on
software games and inventions with his own company, Arjinx. RJ has been at Google since 2012.

LAURA HUERTA MIGUS | Executive Director, Association of Children’s Museums

MICHELLE LEE | Digital Kids Lead, IDEO
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Laura is the executive director of the Association of Children’s Museums, an international
membership organization dedicated to advancing the work of children’s museums and
early learning in informal settings. She is a passionate advocate for the powerful learning
experiences and environments museums offer – especially for children and families that are
traditionally marginalized in formal learning systems.

KASIEMBA OKEYO | Flagship Clubhouse Coordinator, Museum of Science, Boston
Kas is a composer, songwriter, keyboardist, and filmmaker who has a passion for inspiring young
people to find their creative selves. Kas was brought up on an eclectic sonic diet ranging from
Paul Simon and Bob Marley to Miriam Makeba and Michael Jackson. Inspired by the film music
of Tan Dun at the age of 18, Kas studied music at a local community college, then transferred
to Boston’s Berklee School of Music. Prior to joining the Clubhouse team, Kas worked as an
after-school educator at the Los Angeles Parks and Recreation Department, and as an academic
interventionist with THINK Together, a non-profit that collaborates with communities, parents,
and other stakeholders to create academic excellence and equity for all kids.
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JILLIAN ORR, ED.M. | Executive Producer, WGBH Educational Foundation
Jillian works in WGBH's Children’s Media Group, where she focuses on participatory design
with learning scientists, pediatricians, parents, teachers, and children to create engaging
digital resources that also help build the research base for early learning and development
with technology. She is currently exploring how tablets can enhance preschoolers’ STEM
learning, collaboration, and reflection, as well as preschool teachers’ professional development
through the NSF-funded research and development projects Next Generation Preschool Math
(Early Math with Gracie & Friends™) and Science. She is working with pediatricians to develop
interactive E-books and multimedia for kids and families to understand and manage disease
diagnoses, such as Type I diabetes, and strengthen parent and child communication. Her
previous work includes games and resources for PBS Kids series such as the Ready To Learnfunded Busy Day suite of math games for Curious George and the Arthur Family Health Web
site. Jillian holds Bachelor’s degrees in Mathematics and Theater, and a Master’s of Education
in Technology, Innovation, and Education from the Harvard Graduate School of Education.

DEB PARSONS | Chief Development Officer, Playworks
Deb has spent 16 years building partnerships and creating coalitions in the nonprofit and impact
investing sector. As a consultant, she built strategic partnerships for diverse projects with an
emphasis on funding tools. She led global fundraising at WomanCare Global; was director for
Investors’ Circle, a national angel network for social mission start ups; and was VP at Good
Capital, a seed-stage venture fund. Deb spent six years in business development, marketing,
and partner management at WGBH, Intuit, the North Face, and Bain. She received her MBA from
Kenan Flagler Business School, UNC Chapel Hill and was a Carolina Venture Fellow in sustainable
enterprise and entrepreneurship. Deb’s board involvement includes Trellis Education, Emerge
California, and Launcht.

KRYSTAL PERSAUD | Director of Product Design, LittleBits
Krystal is a graduate of the Georgia Tech School of Industrial Design and the founder and
managing member of the design collective Grouphug. She also teaches a course on product
development processes and materials at the New Jersey Institute of Technology. Krystal is
committed to the idea that product design will revolutionize the fields of education, public health
and sustainability, and is passionate about bridging gaps between industrial design and other
disciplines.

CARMELLO PRESICCE | Graduate Student, MIT Media Lab
Carmelo is a graduate student in the Lifelong Kindergarten group at the MIT Media Lab. He had
been developing software in different programming languages until Scratch changed his life,
making him more interested in exploring how people learn. He likes to imagine, create, share,
and play with kids of all ages, helping them to use technology to express themselves in creative
ways.

ELIZABETH ROOD, ED.D. | VP of Education Strategy, Center for Childhood Creativity
Elizabeth is Director of the CCC, a research institute of the Bay Area Discovery Museum. Prior
to joining the Museum and Center leadership, she worked as a teacher, principal and executive
director in public schools focused on developing the whole child. She holds a B.A. from Brown
University, teaching and administrative credentials from Mills College and a Doctorate in
Educational Leadership from Mills College. She is the mother of two young creators and serves
on numerous boards and councils looking at the role of quality early education for all children.

SHELLEY PASNIK | VP, EDC/Center for Children and Technology
Shelley leads a group of whip-smart people who think about learning and teaching. They’ve
been together for a trend-defying number years and frequently return to the contribution
educational research can make given persistent concentrations of poverty and inequity. Shelley
has collaborated with the US Department of Education, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation,
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the Intel Foundation, the American Museum of
Natural History, WNET, Carnegie Hall, Sesame Workshop, IBM, and many others who care
about kids, teachers, families and communities. These collaborations have led to awardwinning productions, such as Gracie & Friends with WGBH, as well as high praise; one teacher
compared a set of middle school writing tools they created called Zoom In to bacon. Yes, bacon.

ELAINE PEREZ | Sr. Partnerships Director, DonorsChoose.org
Elaine develops and manages relationships with corporate and foundation partners for
DonorsChoose.org. Her portfolio includes such companies as Staples, PwC, J.Crew, News
Corp, and 3M, representing customer-focused cause marketing campaigns, employee giving
initiatives, and educational innovation contests. She joined DonorsChoose.org in 2007, serving
as Feedback Manager in Operations before joining the Partnerships & Business Development
Team. Previously, she worked at PlasmaNet, where she was the Customer Service Director.
Elaine earned her BS in Information Systems with a minor in Business from Pace University.
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MARTIN SCHEJBAL | Member of the Board, Lipa Learning
Martin is the Head of Education, Product, and Marketing at Lipa. Being fully invested in
children’s development, he helped move the company beyond making only apps with the
creation of both digital and physical holilstic products. He firmly believes that children learn
best through play and that no matter what their engaged in, whether it’s an interactive book or
a hands-on craft, kids should receive the highest quality content. Martin has been with Lipa
for almost 3 years and is currently looking for new and innovative opportunities for growth and
professional partnership.

TARA SORENSEN | Head of Kids Programming, Amazon Studios
Tara oversees development and production of original kids programming. She joined Amazon
from National Geographic, where she was VP, Kids Programming for the Emmy Award-winning
Toot & Puddle for Nick Jr. and Mama Mirabelle’s Home Movies for PBS. Prior to that, she
was VP, Kids Programming for Sony and headed the development of Dragon Tales for PBS;
Jackie Chan Adventures and Men in Black for Kids’ WB!; Stuart Little and the Emmy Awardwinning Harold and the Purple Crayon for HBO Family. Previously, Tara worked at Nelvana and
spearheaded development for Rolie Polie Olie and Franklin.
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CLARK STACEY | CEO and Co-founder, WildWorks
Clark was pursuing a career in academia when his passion for technology, storytelling, and
explosions drew him to game development in 1992. He worked in interactive entertainment
with Beyond Games, where he contributed to a decade of successful titles, including Redline,
Motor Mayhem, Hot Wheels: Velocity X, and more – all of which focused on blowing things up.
After having children, he co-founded WildWorks in 2003 with a commitment to bringing the
production values of blockbuster games to kids’ entertainment. In 2010, WildWorks launched
Animal Jam, now the world’s largest online social network for kids. Incorporating educational
content through a partnership with National Geographic, the Animal Jam game world connects
over 125 million animal avatars created by kids, with a new player registering every 1.4 seconds.
Clark graduated from the University of Utah with a degree in English Literature and Philosophy,
and is evidently doing what one does with those qualifications.

Explorer and Blaze and the Monster Machines. Prior to Nick, Manuel served as GM of Warner
Bros. Consumer Products in Mexico. Manuel has been recognized by the toy industry for his
leadership and expertise, and is a member of the TIA Board of Directors. He is also a member
of the Tiger Team at the Breast Cancer Org., where he collaborates in a program to bring greater
awareness of breast cancer prevention to young kids.

MORAN TSUR | Graduate Student, MIT Media Lab
Moran’s current research investigates different ways to motivate learning in Scratch and to
make it easier to start creating. A former software engineer, and a passionate educator, she is
interested in making the world of technology friendlier and more accessible to everyone.

KAY WILSON STALLINGS | Senior Vice President, Content Development, Sesame Workshop
Kay oversees creative development and pilot production globally of all original content for
Sesame Workshops’ multiple platforms. She also explores new production models and
partnerships to develop new programs, processes and talent for the creative group. Previously,
Kay was SVP of Production and Development at Nickelodeon where she oversaw development
of all original series production for Nickelodeon Preschool and Nick Jr., Nickelodeon’s digital
channel, including pre-buys, acquisitions and the global shorts programs. Kay developed more
than 20 series while at Nickelodeon including Wonder Pets, LazyTown, Wow! Wow! Wubbzy!,
Yo Gabba Gabba!, Fresh Beat Band, and Winx Club. Kay holds a Master’s degree from the
University of Illinois and a Bachelor’s degree from MacMurray College.

MYA THOMPSON, PH.D. | eLearning Specialist, Cornell Lab of Ornithology
Mya authors educational media for all ages and directs development of the Bird Academy
learning platform at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology. With a focus on inquiry-based and playful
learning, she collaborates with scientists, artists, and developers to inspire scientific literacy
and a deeper understanding of the natural world. She is the author of a variety of games and
interactives including Bird Song Hero and the All About Biology series on Bird Academy, as
well as the My First Science series from the Booksy learn-to-read app. Previously she was a
research scientist studying wild elephant behavior. Mya earned her Ph.D. from Cornell, where
she also served as a Science Inquiry Partnership fellow.

MANUEL TORRES | Executive Vice President, World Wide Consumer Products, NBC Universal
Manuel is responsible for licensing NBCU’s content library for Consumer Products around the
world, including Jurassic World, Minions, Fast and Furious, Pitch Perfect, Curious George and
others. Previously, he was SVP, Global Toys and Publishing for Nickelodeon where he managed
licensing and merchandising, and oversaw global operations and licensing partnerships for
Nick's toy, consumer electronic and publishing lines. He managed the global master license
with Playmates Toys for Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and was also responsible for the global
deals with JAKKS Pacific as the master toy licensee for Winx Club; The LEGO Group for Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles and SpongeBob SquarePants; and Mattel’s Fisher-Price brand for Dora the
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MASHA TURCHINSKY | S r. Manager and Sr. Producer of Digital Learning/Media Production in Digital,
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Masha works across all platforms, and has a track record of leading award-winning multimedia
programs and strategic partnerships with major organizations, tech leaders, and philanthropic
foundations—including Khan Academy, Bloomberg Philanthropies, the NEH and the NYC DOE.
She is an expert in developing innovative content for museums and cultural organizations
that invite creativity, learning, and participation through arts and media. With two decades
of museum experience and an Ed.M. in International Educational Development focused on
learning and technology from Columbia University, Masha is committed to expanding global
access to educational and cultural resources. She is the Series Producer and Editor in Chief of
#MetKids, a digital feature made for, with, and by kids from around the globe. And kids, in turn,
have taught her more about art than any class ever could.

ALEX WOLF | Founder/CEO/Inventor, na2ure, STEAM instructor, YWCA
As a RISD artist, Alex is fascinated with how we see, and as a designer, with how we optimize
seeing as understanding. As a mother and inventor, Alex makes visual learning playable and
concepts playful. Her na2ure’s platforms are the springboard for analog and digital games
about nature and its STEM base, optimized via STEAM and visual pattern recognition. Na2ure
won NYC Design Awards Best Small Studio, its games Forbes and Dr. Toy 10 Best Game, and
Best Digital, Scholastic Teachers’ Pick. Alex was recognized by Eileen Fisher/Take Part Media,
30 Women Changing the World in 2014.
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